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Between 1993 and 2000, a series of groundbreaking experiments revealed dramatic evidence of a

web of energy that connects everything in our lives and our worldâ€”the Divine Matrix. From the

healing of our bodies, to the success of our careers, relationships, and the peace between nations,

this new evidence demonstrates that we each hold the power to speak directly to the force that links

all of creation. What would it mean to discover that the power to create joy, to heal suffering, and

bring peace to nations lives inside of you? How differently would you live if you knew how to use this

power each day of your life? Join Gregg Braden on this extraordinary journey bridging science,

spirituality and miracles through the language of The Divine Matrix.
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I've followed with interest Gregg Braden's pioneering work over the years, on the Zero Point, the

Science of Compassion, the Isaiah Effect, and the God Code. This latest text by him is presented in

three parts:Part I, "Discovering the Divine Matrix: The Mystery That Connects All Things,"Part II,

"The Bridge Between Imagination and Reality: How the Divine Matrix Works,"Part III, "Messages

from the Divine Matrix: Living, Loving, and Healing in Quantum Awareness,"Initially I was skeptical

that The Divine Matrix was more likely a commercialized repeat of those earlier works since his

joining the Hay House Club. However, I was delighted to be proven wrong, and found myself

uplifted by his blend of personal story telling and how the latest findings in the quantum science

world contribute to his own personal self-realizations. Although I felt aspects of the scientific

connections he made in The God Code were drawing a long bow, this is less the case in the Divine



Matrix, as the scientific references he makes are to more readily accessible mainstream, published

works done by others. The Divine Matrix is an "educated hypothesis" co-related to his life

experience, based on some key scientific experiments and findings from sacred manuscripts, rather

than a pure work of science. Those readers looking for a pure science text are likely to be

disappointed.Yes - the Divine Matrix includes 20 Keys summarizing the more important concepts of

the Divine Matrix and how to consciously create within it. Personally, I found this approach slightly

over-complicated. Life is much simpler, and every time we create a so called Key or rule, we create

belief systems and conditions, which vested interests then spend precious energy arguing about

who's experience of these is right or wrong. For me, we are One Being; Many Realities, rather than

Many Beings; One Reality. It's fruitless to argue anyone's reality is "the rule" or more right than

anyone else's. I would have felt more comfortable if he had prefaced these concepts by stating

"Gregg's Perception of the 20 Keys" rather than the "Absolute Keys of the Divine Matrix."A wise

person once said, "God has no need for rules, only Humans do".Overall, I found the Divine Matrix a

delight and easy to read. I recommend it to those who might be familiar with the general gist of the

findings from the Quantum World, and might be wondering, what difference does this really make to

our daily lives, without the hype or jargon. For more experienced readers this is really a synopsis of

his previous work, videos and lectures. For me, it's his personal stories that provide the enrichment.

Still great value.

I've read many, many books of a spiritual nature over the last several years and, over & over again I

would read that we are all connected somehow and that we impact, or co-create, our reality. But,

until reading Braden's "The Divine Matrix", I didn't really understand these ideas.This book is so

powerful because Braden doesn't just tell readers how to "intend" a different future, or make the

statement that we are all connected, but instead he explains how & why these statements are true

based on new scientific evidence. Plus, although the scientific concepts he discusses are quite

complex, he has the ability to make them easy to understand for people who, like me, have no

physics background.The overall concept is that there is a web of energy where all things begin and

all possibilities exist. It's this "web" that connects us to everyone and everything, and through which

we bring possibilities into existence (co-creating our reality through imagination, prayer, judgement,

expectation, etc...). What a brilliant design!An awesome "bonus" is the "20 Keys to Consciousness"

he includes at the end, where he outlines how to use the information he provides to create the life

you want to live. You may want to type these up, print them out, and hang them somewhere that

you'll see them everyday...In addition to the scientific concepts and research discussed in "The



Divine Matrix", Braden also shares some personal stories reflecting his journey of discovering,

understanding, and using this information - providing a really nice balance between the science &

the personal.Overall, I would HIGHLY reccomend "The Divine Matrix" to anyone interested in how

science is beginning to prove the truth of ancient spiritual concepts, as well as those who'd like to

co-create a better future. It's insightful, profound, and an "easy read" (when compared to other

books of this genre).
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